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Which of the below helps the children to pronounce
the words accurately
1. cross word puzzles 2. Tongue Twisters
3. Riddles 4. Missing letters

62. Where do we use falling-rising intonation or tune
1. Reservations & apprehensions
2. Apologies
3. Unpleasent news & doubts
4. Above all

63. Which of the below is an advantage of Activity-Based
Method?
A. The children get entertainment and amusement by
playing different games and learn joyfully
B. Sportiveness can be evoked in the children and, in
turn, friendly feeling can be developed
C. Provides play-way situations in teaching-learning
process
D. Childern can learn daily life conversation by it
1. A, B, C & D 2. D only
3. A, B & C only 4. A & B only
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64. Which of the below English period gave birth to Anglo-
Saxon and Anglo-Norman languages?
1. Old English period 2. Middle English period
3. Modern English period 4. None

65. Which of the below step/steps are practiced for C.C.E
in existing primary Edicational system of
Andhrapradesh?
1. Assessing the students progress with reference to
their own selves(self-referenced evaluation)
2. with reference to the standard set by their
teacher(criterion referenced evaluation)
3. With reference to the progress made by their peer
groups in the class ( norm referenced evaluation)
4. Above all

66. Arrange the below options in a accurate sequence to
practice “Microteaching”
A. student teacher prepares a lesson plan
B. A particular skill is defined to student teachers
C. Teacher educator gives a demonstrative lesson
D. Student teacher teaches for a small group
E. Student Teacher gets re-feedback
F. the revised lesson is re-taught and corrects himself
G. Feedback is provided immediately to the student
teacher by audio/video tape
H. in the light of feedback, student teacher re-plans
1. B, C, A, D, G, H, F, E      2. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H
3. B, A, C, D, G, H, F, E 4. C, A, B, D, G, H, F, E

67. Which of the below option is correct interms of gram-
mar
1. When do you have the dinner?
2. When do you have dinner?
3. Do you have the dinner?
4. When you will have dinner?

68. Many leading members of the opposition party .......
to justify the decision
1. have tried 2. has tried
3. will be trying 4. tries

69. We had ........ holiday in Bangkok
1. a two week’s 2. two weeks’
3. two-week 4. the two-week

70. One who talks while sleeping
1. Ventriloquist 2. Somniloquist
3. Soliloquy 4. laconic

71. The car broke down and we ....... a taxi
1. Must have got 2. had got to get
3. had to get 4. must get

72.  Although he didn’t have a ticket, Kiran Reddy ...............
come in
1. could 2. can
3. might 4. was allowed to

73. The new computer system ........ next month
1. has been installed 2. is be installed
3. is being installed 4. is been installed

74. The children ............ to the zoo
1. were enjoyed taken 2. enjoyed being taken
3. were enjoyed taken 4. enjoyed taking

75. Which of the below is incorrect interms of grammar
1. I understand him 2. I can understand him
3. I am understanding him 4. She understand him

76. “What do you say it in English?”
The correct structure of the above one is
1. What do you told it in English?
2. What do you call it in English?
3. What do you speak it in English?
4. What do you noise it in English?

77. Which of the below is/are correct in terms of gram-
mar
1. Two hours is over
2. Feve hundred rupees is a big anount
3. You, he and I attended the meeting
4. He, you and I attended the meeting
1. 1, 2 & 4 2. 1, 2, 3 & 4
3. 1 & 2 3. 1, 2, & 3

78. Reading helps us more than a study of grammar
The above statement’s, superlative form is
1. A study of grammar doesn’t help us so much as
reading
2. A study of grammar doesn’t help us as much as
reading
3. Reading is the most suitable method than a study
of grammar 4. No superlative

79. Which of the below is correct
1. I am having lunch 2. They are having juice
3. She is having a bath 4. He is having a lesson

80.  Which of the below option is in the below structure
subject+verb+adjective+infinitive+noun
1. She might get their support
2. They havebeen able to solve the problem
3. She have been able to get their support
4. He might have been able to forget

81. Which of the below is correct interms of grammar
1. How ever Mr. Kiran Kumar Reddy contradicted
the rumour that he is starting a new party in A.P.
2. How ever Mr. Kiran Kumar Reddy contradicted
the rumour that he was starting a new party in A.P.
3. How ever Mr. Kiran Kumar Reddy contradicted
the rumour that he hasbeen starting a new party inA.P.
4. How ever Mr. Kiran Kumar Reddy contradicted
the rumour that he will be starting a new party in A.P.
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82. While writing a leave letter, which of the below iscorrect
1. I cannot attend to the school
2. I cannot attend the school
3. I cannot attend to school
4. I cannot attend school

83.  We passed on hour with anxiety
Rewrite the above by using Adjective for Noun
1. We passed an hour with anxiousness
2. We passed an anxious hour
3. We passed an anxiety  hour
4. We passed an hour with much anxiety

84.  This present is from my uncle
In the above, the underlined part is a
1. Demonstrative pronoun 2. pronoun
3. Demonstrative adjective 4. Adverb

85. According sequencing of Adjectives, which of the be-
low is correct
1. A terrible black cat is jumping
2. A black terrible cat is jumping
3. A jumping black terrible cat
4. A black terrible jumping cat

86. Which of  the below is transitive verb
1. I am a teacher 2. You are busy
3. Kiran presented me a watch 4. sandhya beats

87. Which of the below is incorrect option
1. She is going to home     2. She is going to her home
3. She is going home    4. None

88. He lends money and he spends in to his daughter be-
cause he wants to give some gift to her
In the above number of clauses are
1. One         2. Two   3. Three    4. Four

89. You must run or you won’t catch the train
The simple form of the above is
1. Unless you run, you won’t catch the train
2. You must run to catch the train
3. You must run and you won’t catch the train
4. Above all

90. He said, “ What a pity you did not come!”
The reported form of the above is
1. He told that what a pity it was
2. He exclaimed that it is a great pity that he did not
come
3. He exclaimed that it is a great pity that he doesn’t
come
4. He exclaimed that it was great pity that he hasn’t
come
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